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EveryAction has teamed up with 501 Data Solutions, a trusted consulting 
firm focused on data quality services, to make your organization’s 
transition to our platform smooth and seamless. Ensuring that the most 
up-to-date and accurate records are moving into EveryAction can save 
you time and headaches during your integration. 

Through highly developed data quality efforts, 501 Data Solutions 
streamline and improve clients’ experience. They ensure that nonprofit 
organization’s operations and fundraising initiatives run efficiently 
and smoothly. To do this, they rely on their knowledgeable team, who 
collectively has more than 50 years of experience in the industry. 

They specialize in a broad range of services including data hygiene and 
data enrichment. When selecting a CRM, they can help by assessing your 
data hygiene and prepping it for a smooth integration.
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Best-in-Class Unified Platform

EveryAction’s mission is to empower our nonprofit partners to be more 
effective in your mission and do more good, by providing you with the 
best omnichannel platform that optimizes interactions for the best 
outcomes, from raising more money to building more support.
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Together, 501 Data Solutions’ data services expertise 
provides a valuable preparation service to efficiently 
and effectively onboard into EveryAction.

EveryAction with the Power 
of 501 Data Solutions

501 Data Solutions Services 

• Data Hygiene/Data Cleansing: A service utilizing 

our Cross-FX platform to detect and correct corrupt, 

incomplete, or inaccurate records.

• Data Enrichment: A service to prepare records and 

data for transfer.

Why Are They Important 

• Accurate Data makes integration into EveryAction a 

smooth transition with no wasted time on corrupted, 

incomplete, or duplicate data.

• Better Data optimizes your results from wealth 

screening and acquisition services.

• Cleaner Data allows your marketing segments to be 

more precise.

When you sign up with EveryAction, 501 Data Solutions will 
deliver your data to the EveryAction platform for free with your 
purchase of their data hygiene package, and you will receive 
a 10% discount on EveryAction’s powerful unified, technology 
suite for the first year of your subscription contract.

To schedule a demo with EveryAction, click here. To learn more about 
how data hygiene and enrichment from 501 Data Solutions can aid in 
your EveryAction integration and to schedule your system assessment, 
contact the team at info@501datasolutions.com.
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